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Questions: 

1. Yes, i do. Of course! Connections are always good. 
2. Of course I would! I think it is wonderful to be so involved during october, but it 

is crucial to keep the enthusiasm and passion up the rest of the year! It would allow 
student leaders to build sustainability networks and remain involved after 
learning all this new information. They can use the tools they have received 
during this month to make lasting changes the rest of the year! Anything I can do 
to help, I am happy to do! 

Here’s what I’m thinking: 
1. weekly(or monthly) newsletters to all the PGC participants. This newsletter would 

have a sustainability focus similar to how each day in PGC had a different theme. It 
would provide some information about the issue, and some things that 
individuals can do to make it more sustainable.  

2. Monthly webinars where leaders in different aspects environmental advocacy share 
their experience with sustainability, as well as ways student leaders can become 
advocates. Webinar topics might include; how to motivate/inspire people, how to 
sustain a campaign, how to begin a political lobbying campaign, etc. PGC 
participants could tune in and learn some valuable information! 

3. Form subcommittees across the world! Each topic covered in the month could 
become a virtual committee: PGC participants could choose the topic that they most 
related to and join the committee(all optional, of course). One of the people in 
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charge of the PG network would be the leader of the committee, and they could host 
bi-weekly chats/idea exchanges with the committee members. They could plan events 
that each member could implement in their own community. They could also 
coordinate larger events, such as a political lobbying campaign or an 
advertisement campaign. They could also just exchange their personal ways to 
become more sustainable on that topic(ie. For the plant based committee, they could 
share recipes and helpful documentaries). It would be helpful in providing a 
community of like-minded individuals where they could interact more than in the 
actual PGC. 

4. Organize PGC participants by region. Connect the PGC participants who all live in 
the same community, city, or college, and help them plan a local sustainability 
event in their own community! With all of them working together, it would make 
a larger impact than the actions taken by individual PGC participants during PGC. 

5. Have an annual project Green Challenge conference- like the PGC finals, but open 
to all PGC participants. There could be advocacy workshops, sustainable cooking 
demos, chances for PGC participants to meet each other, all sorts of fun and 
inspiring things! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



What would my role be? I could: 
1. Help create the newsletter! 
2. Help coordinate the committees- check in with the leaders bi-weekly and see what 

their committee has worked on.  
3. Recruit guest speakers for the webinars- reach out to a variety of different 

eco-heros(Yep, I remember that challenge!) 
4. Help to connect the PGC participants in one area by dividing the country into 

areas(colleges and towns) and assigning a leader for each area. Check in with them 
bi-weekly to assess their group’s progress on their project. 

5. Help coordinate the conference! Recruit guest speakers, plant based chefs, organize 
games, etc. Make it fun! 

Obviously, I could not do all of these things + school + work. But I can definitely do some 
of them! I want this network to be a success, because I believe it is the key to sustained, 
powerful change.  


